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Le secret des dragons
6 TITLES

An adventure story in six volumes by the award-winning 
author Dominique Demers. Lili receives a birthday gift from 
her favourite, often absent world-explorer, uncle: a large egg?! 
which hatches into a dragon!! Lili must protect and take care of 
this special animal. Her uncle has given her specific instructions. 
Lili gets her friend Leo to help her. All kinds of adventures: 
kidnappings, North Pole excursion, lost in a tropical forest and, 
oh, yes, their dragon can make himself invisible.

Format: 12,6 cm x 19.6 cm, between 206 and 228 pages
For ages 8+



15 TITLES in this ongoing series

Stories full of intrigue and suspense, 
everyday happenings that could be real 
but, are really strange. Mystery stories 
that will keep readers wondering and 
guessing to the end.

Format: 12.9 x 19.8 cm, all 
approximately 96 pages
For ages 9+

FRISSONS
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7 TITLES in this ongoing series

Stories for those who like mysteries and urban legends : action-
packed series that keep readers on edge wondering and wanting 
to know what happens next in these scary  stories. Well-written 
by experienced writers, just right page-turners for teens. Most 
stories are reality-based, not horror or science-fiction.

Format: 14.6 x 21.6 cm, all between 295  and 320 pages
For ages 12+
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Les aventures  
d’Olivier et Magalie
7 TITLES in an ongoing series

Stories full of action and suspense.
Olivier and his sister Magalie often spend holidays at their lake 
house. They have become good friends with Alexandra who lives 
nearby with her scientist father. One story is of a mysterious 
creature in the swamp land, another is of a strange-looking 
unknown footprint found in the woods, then one of a monster 
in the lake. Olivier and Magalie always eventually solve the 
mysteries and the readers have fun following the intrigue and the 
adventures.

Format: 13 x 20 cm, between 96 and 112 pages
For ages 7 +
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Tristan
4 TITLES in an ongoing series

The stories of Tristan and his move to a new school. He’s lonely 
and he feels intimidated. He doesn’t know how to make new 
friends. He wants to join the soccer team and learns that the 
opposing parties are not always the ones on the other teams. In 
another story he and 2 new friends organize an expedition to a 
mysterious island where a strange fisherman lives. Intrigue and 
adventure.

Format:  
13 cm x 20 cm
112 pages
For ages 7+

Superlecteurs
2 TITLES

(Super Readers) Mathilde Singer writes a fascinating fictional 
story of the world of children’s book publishing. Through 
Guillaume, the 9-year-old narrator, she introduces the readers 
to the editors, authors, illustrators and publisher with all their 
particular talents and idiosyncrasies. AND, all 
the work that goes in to publishing books.

The second story concerns all kinds of 
challenges for Guillaume after he wins the 
tournament organized by a well-known 
popular bookstore in town and the prize is 
spending a whole day working as a bookseller.

Format: 13 cm x 20 cm, 160 pages, for ages 7+



David
8 TITLES

The well-known and award-winning author, François Gravel, 
defines and zeroes in on childhood fears in these stories. 
David, a totally endearing young hero, must overcome some 
childhood  fears such as a scary dog, heights, thunderstorms, 
nightmares... and, well, he does overcome them in the end, 
with a little help.

Format: 11 cm x 17.5 cm, all stories 48 pages
For ages 6+
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Arthur
6 TITLES

Arthur is a 7-yr.old boy who is brilliant at being a 7-yr.old 
boy. Children love the tales of his visits to Grandma’s house 
by the lake, where he invariably gets into a bit of trouble. The 
stories are witty, full of understated humour and populated 
by quirky yet recognisable characters for children, all 
narrated by Arthur.

Format: 11 cm x 17.5 cm, all stories 48 pages
For ages 6+

English translations of all 6 titles are available.
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L’école des gars
4 TITLES in an ongoing series

For the first time, Remi is looking forward to starting 
school this year. He is in a new kind of school. A school 
where problems of hyperactivity, lack of self-esteem, 
hypersensitivity, autism...are not considered bad behaviour, a 
school where the teachers adapt to the different students and 
their particular needs and ways. At first, it’s a school for Boys 
but then, girls are admitted as well. Bestselling novels.

Format: 14.6 cm x 21.6 cm, all 208 to 224 pages
For ages 10+

new L’école des gars 
(for younger readers)

5 TITLES in an ongoing series

The first series of L’école des gars (grades 5 and 6) was so 
popular that the author is now also writing for younger 
readers. Younger students are admitted to this special school. 
The series is fast becoming just as popular as the earlier one.  
It’s still not an ordinary school, the children attending are 
smart, but with special needs, they’re mischievous, curious 
and begin to like school!

Format: 13 cm x 20 cm, 96 pages
For ages 7+
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Dans la classe de 
Madame Edith
5 TITLES

(In Mrs. Edith’s Classroom) Each of the stories is about a 
different student in Mrs. Edith’s Grade 2 class and always 
touches upon a particular social difficulty that can plague 
young children such as lack of self-confidence, bullying, 
scared of failure… Short stories to help readers reflect on 
their own behaviour and interactions with those around 
them.

Format: 13 cm x 20 cm, between 64 and 96 pages
For ages 6+

Léo
3 TITLES and more to come

In this new series of novels, Leo, 6 years old and his brother 
Emile, 8 years old are back having fun, building a tree house 
in one and then a snow igloo n another or going on a make-
believe journey in the desert. The stories are full of humour 
and adventure which shall please young boys.

Format: 13 cm x 20 cm, all stories 64 pages
For ages 6+
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Léa et Léo - Les 
SUPERJUMEAUX
3 TITLES

(Superheroes) An adventure series of science-fiction and 
fantasy. The Superheroes are twins Lea and Leo. They have 
inherited (or rather were injected with a serum invented by 
their well-known scientist grandmother) super powers that 
they use to do good for the environment and many ecological 
matters. Themes: Science, superheroes, brother-sister 
relationship, pollution, ecology, telepathy…

Format: 13 cm x 20 cm, 96 pages
For ages 8+

Fred Poulet
7 TITLES

Short novels, half-way between comic books and novels, 
these sort-of graphic novels are full of humour.  Hilarious 
stories to initiate beginner readers to detective stories. Fred 
“chicken” Poulet writes these stories addressing himself 
directly to the reader. They are funny even zany. Philippe 
Germain’s illustrations go EXACTLY well with the stories. 

Format: 15 cm x 20 cm, 48 pages
For ages 6+
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And many more novels, such as…
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Beginner-readers



FOR CHINA, INDONESIA, MALAYSIA, PLEASE CONTACT : 
Big Apple Agency

Vincent Lin
vincent-lin@bigapple1-taipei.com

FOR TURKEY, PLEASE CONTACT:
Akan Ajans Agency

Berrak Hadimli
berrakhadimli@akanajans.com 

FOR ALL OTHER LANGUAGES AND COUNTRIES, PLEASE CONTACT : 
Barbara Creary – International Rights

Dominique et compagnie / Editions Héritage Inc.
1101, avenue Victoria 

Saint-Lambert (Québec)  J4R 1P8
CANADA

barbara.creary@dominiqueetcompagnie.com

See all our books on our web site at   
www.dominiqueetcompagnie.com


